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Berkley Property

Management 
presides over more than

5,000 multi-family,
condo and commercial

units across Ontario.
They handle the

property management
and day to day services

for third party
companies.

“What we appreciated about the
Payquad Portal right from the start,

was the simplicity and straight forward
nature of the system. After thoroughly
testing the product and integrations in
a test environment, we had zero issues

as we implemented across the
portfolio. Our managers and our
residents are thanking us for the

platform.  Great team to work with!”
-Richard Jaikaran,  Berkley Property Management
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The Challenge:

The Solution:

Payquad Modules Used by Berkley:
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Berkley Management wanted to reduce the overhead of
collecting rent payments. They needed an online payment
solution that could eliminate cheque processing from
mailbox collection, bank drops, and manual data entry. Paper
cheques would take time to clear, and too often don't end up
clearing. This would lead to a whole cascade of management
and tenant issues. 

It was clear Berkley would benefit from an online rent
payment portal, but the solution needed to be simple to use
and result in adoption by tenants for making payments.
Payquad made implementing a flexible, convenient, and
transparent payments solution a breeze. Tenants loved how
easy it was to use for making payments, maintenance
requests, and management communications. Management
was able to streamline the entire bookkeeping side of the
organization with automatic integration with Yardi.



"We consistently get feedback from tenants on how
easy the portal is to use. They love the simple interface

and flexibility in payments. While other providers
make it too complicated, Payquad hit this one out of
the park. It's bulletproof, easy to use, and it works."

-Richard Jaikaran, Vice President of Finance

1. Increase On-time Payments

3 Reasons Berkley Chose Payquad:

3. Reduction in Management Overhead

2. An Online Portal that Tenants Want to Adopt

We were able to taper off the use of paper cheques 80%. This resulted in
greatly reducing NSF and returned payments. Ultimately the reliability of
on-time payments increased and made some of the most difficult tenants
easier to deal with.

Tenants loved how easy it was to use the Tenant Portal. The simple
interface fostered high adoption of online payments on launch. Tenants
really appreciated more options for making payments, and submitting 
 maintenance requests, with increased flexibility and convenience

By adopting Payquad for online payments our accounting team was able to
save about 25% of the time that would have been spent on cheques
deposits and manual entry. Payquad then automatically syncs directly to
Yardi. We now save multiple days a month of manual entry, making our life
easier and enabling us to manage more properties than before in the same
time.
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